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Antelope Valley California Poppy Reserve
I cannot report that there are fields of poppies now at the reserve. There are small poppy plants but not large
enough to produce those beautiful orange flowers. When we have years without the showy poppy, we can
concentrate of other wildflowers. This year there are tiny forget-me-nots on just about every trail. As you can
see from the photo, these plants may only grow to 1 to 2 inches across and the flowers are very tiny.
Jane Pinheiro wrote an article called “A Bugs Eve View” and this was when she became intrigued with small
wildflowers and called them “Desert Miniatures”.
They are sometimes called “belly flowers” because
you have to practically be on your belly to see them.
There are several different forget-me-nots
(Cryptantha) and in Milt Stark’s book “A Flower
Watcher’s Guide To Spring-Blooming Wildflowers of
the Antelope Valley” he states “It takes a botanist
with a microscope to tell the difference between them.
In our valley there are as many as seven species of
this flower, having only a small difference.”
While giving a tour one year I had a group from
Texas and they stated their forget-me-nots were blue.
I looked them up on-line and sure enough they were
mostly blue and some purple. All the forget-me-nots I
have found at the Poppy Reserve are white but in
different sizes.
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While on-line I found out there are different meanings of why it is called forget-me-not and
below are a few:


True and undying love.



Remembering someone after their death.



Loyalty in a relationship despite separation.



Growing affection between two people.



Caring for the poor, disabled, and needy.

If you walk the trails you will have to look for patches of green then look closely and you might find these
lovely little flowers.

Arthur B. Ripley Desert Woodland—The new entrance sign has arrived and has been installed.

The old sign faced Lancaster Road
and it was easy to drive by and miss
it.
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The new sign is two sided and
faces north and south. Now you
can see this new bright colored sign
driving in both directions on
Lancaster Road.
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This park is free day-use on Lancaster Road, between 205th and 210th St. West. Just park off Lancaster Road
and go through the gate. The park has picnic tables and portable toilets. There are also two trails; the
“Nature Trail” that is about .03 miles and the other is the “Rare Juniper Trail” that is about one mile long.
Some of the Juniper trees growing there have had the rings counted and they are around 200–years old. Pick
up a trail brochure by the picnic tables and take a hike on one of the trails to see the beauty of a Desert
Woodland.
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Lacy phacelia
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Lacy phacelia, poppies and fiddleneck

COURTSHIP CONTINUED
The owls will collect materials to decorate around the entrance. They will bring in cow manure, sheep drop-

pings and coyote scat. There are several theories as to why. It may be to mask the juvenile owl’s scent or it
may be involved in attracting mates. Researchers now believe it is to attract insects, which they eat.
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Decorating.
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Nesting material of a twig.
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Bringing a meal of a Kangaroo rat as a gift.
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Billing is a sign of affection.

